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We analyze the recoil corrections in superallowed beta decays of T = 1, JP
= 0

+ nuclei by fixing
the mean square charge weak radius model-independently using the data of multiple charge radii
across the nuclear isotriplet. By comparing to model estimations, we argue that the existing theory
uncertainty in the statistical rate function f might have been substantially underestimated. We
discuss the implications of our proposed strategy for precision tests of Standard Model, including
a potential alleviation of the first-row CKM unitarity deficit, and motivate new experiments for
charge radii measurements.

Introduction – In order to confirm the recent ob-
servation of the first-row Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) unitarity deficit [1], namely the apparent 3σ-
deviation of the combination |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2
from the Standard Model (SM) prediction of 1, one
needs to further improve the precision of |Vud|2 which
weights by far the most in the unitarity sum. Cur-
rently, superallowed beta decays of T = 1, JP = 0+

nuclei report the most precise determination of |Vud|0+ =
0.97367(11)exp(30)th [2, 3], but the precision from the free
neutron decay is gradually catching up, with |Vud|n =
0.97413(40)exp(13)th [3] if the single best measurement of
the neutron lifetime [4] and axial coupling [5] are used.
Searching for small differences between the two determi-
nations of |Vud| may open another window for the preci-
sion test of Standard Model (SM), and for this purpose
we must work hard to keep the major sources of uncer-
tainties in both avenues under control. For |Vud|0+ , this
refers to the theory uncertainties which are the focus of
this paper.

Given the recent improvements of the nucleus-
independent radiative corrections [6–13], the theory un-
certainty in |Vud|0+ comes mainly from nuclear structure
effects. The quantity of interest is the so-called Ft-value,

Ft = ft(1 + δ′R)(1 + δNS − δC) ∝ |Vud|−2
0+ , (1)

with t the beta decay half-life. Most discussions of nu-
clear structure effects focus on δNS and δC, which steam
from the radiative corrections and the isospin symmetry
breaking (ISB) correction respectively, and there are re-
cent proposals to improve their precisions using ab-initio
methods [14] and experiments [15]. On the other hand,
the “outer” radiative correction δ′R [16–18] and the statis-
tical rate function f [19] were believed to be well under
control; in particular, the combination ft is often referred
to as the “experimental ft-value” as if it was a pure ex-
perimental observable [2, 20]. In this work we carefully
examine the validity of this assertion.

A large number of structure-dependent effects are in-
cluded in the statistical rate function f and were dis-
cussed extensively in literature (see, e.g. [21] and ref-

erences therein). Most of them concern the interactions
between the positron/atomic electrons and the nucleus of
a finite size. Due to the electromagnetic nature, these ef-
fects can largely be fixed by the knowledge of the charge
radius RCh of the daughter nucleus, often very precisely
measured, which guarantees the model-independence to
certain extent. There is, however, one obvious excep-
tion, namely the recoil correction in the tree-level charged
weak (CW) decay itself which scales as q2R2

CW, where q2

is the squared momentum transfer and R2
CW is the mean

square (MS) nuclear CW radius associated to the cou-
pling of the nucleus to the W -boson; it influences the
value of f at (0.1-1)% level. In general RCW and RCh

are quite different, so the information of a single nuclear
charge radius cannot pin down this effect to a satisfactory
level. To the best of our knowledge, all existing literature
about f handled the effects of nuclear CW form factors
using simplified nuclear models [20–22], which invalidate
the claim of ft being “experimental”. Neither was the
possible systematic error stemming from such modelings
properly discussed.

Here we propose a simple method to restore the model-
independence of this entry, namely to use two measured
charge radii from the nuclear isotriplet to unambiguously
determine RCW, bearing small ISB corrections negligi-
ble in recoil effects. This idea was first pointed out by
Holstein [23] but, for some reason, was not seriously im-
plemented in subsequent analysis. We apply this strat-
egy to 13 measured superallowed transitions and compare
the outcomes with model-dependent estimates. We find
that simplified models could result in systematic errors
as large as 10−3 for medium and heavy nuclei. We dis-
cuss possible implications of this strategy for the precise
Vud extraction and other precision tests of SM, as well as
the general understanding of nuclear structure. We use
them as new motivations for future experimental mea-
surements of rare isotope charge radii.

Tree-level decay rate – In this work we concen-
trate on pure Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) con-
tributions to f , and neglect the electromagnetic inter-
actions between the positron or atomic electrons and
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the nucleus. In this context, it is most convenient to
start from a fully-relativistic description, where the kine-
matics of the superallowed nuclear beta decay φi(pi) →
φf (pf )e

+(pe)νe(pν) are exactly the same as the semilep-
tonic kaon decay. In particular, all the analytic formula
of the Ke3 decay rate in Ref.[24] apply directly here upon
simple replacements Vus → Vud, K → φi, π → φf . The
tree-level decay amplitude reads:

M0 = − G√
2
ūνγ

µ(1− γ5)veFµ(pf , pi) , (2)

where G = GFVud, and Fµ is the nuclear matrix element
of the charged weak current which defines two form fac-
tors:

Fµ(pf , pi) = 〈φ(pf )|JW†
µ (0)|φi(pi)〉

= f+(q
2)(pi + pf )µ + f−(q

2)(pi − pf)µ , (3)

with q = pi − pf . The contribution of f−(q
2) to the

decay rate is simultaneously suppressed by kinematics
(m2

e/M
2
i ≪ 1) and ISB, thus it is sufficient to retain

only f+(q
2). We isolate the q2-dependence of the latter

by writing f+(q
2) = f+(0)f̄+(q

2), where the leading q2-
dependence defines a MS CW radius R2

CW:

f̄+(q
2) = 1 + (q2/6)R2

CW +O(q4) . (4)

However, in practice one defines and scales out the so-
called Fermi matrix element not at q2 = 0 (which is inac-
cessible in beta decay processes) but at the static point
q2 = (Mi −Mf )

2:

MF ≡ f+((Mi−Mf)
2) ≈ f+(0)(1+(Mi−Mf)

2R2
CW/6) ,

(5)
in contrast to the usual treatment in kaon decay that
scales out f+(0). Notice that MF → M0

F =
√
2 in the

absence of ISB.
After summing up the lepton spins, the squared am-

plitude reads:

|M0|2 = G2f2
+(q

2)H(+1,+1) , (6)

where

H(+1,+1) = 2M4
i [4(1− y)(y + z − 1)− 4rf

+re(rf + 4y + 3z − 3)− r2e ] (7)

depends only on two scalar variables, y = 2pi ·pe/M2
i and

z = 2p · pf/M2
i (with re ≡ m2

e/M
2
i and r2f ≡ M2

f /M
2
i ).

Integrating out z and takingMi,f → ∞ give the following
differential decay rate in the parent nucleus’s rest frame:

dΓ

dEe

≈ G2

2π3
|MF |2F (Zf , Ee)|~pe|Ee(Em − Ee)

2S (8)

where Em ≡ (M2
i − M2

f + m2
e)/(2Mi) ≈ Mi − Mf is

the positron’s end-point energy, and we add the Fermi

function F (Zf , Ee) [25] manually just to improve the nu-
merical accuracy. The quantity S denotes the pure-QCD
contribution to the shape factor:

S = 1 +
R2

CWm
2
e

9

(

1− 3E2
m

m2
e

+
4EmEe

m2
e

+
2Em

Ee

− 4E2
e

m2
e

)

(9)
in agreement with existing literature [21, 22, 26] (upon
taking 1− 3E2

m/m
2
e ≈ −3E2

m/m
2
e).

Isospin relation between CW and charge radii

– In his famous review [23], Holstein derived the rela-
tion between the vector CW form factors and the differ-
ence between the parent and daughter nucleus’s electro-
magnetic form factors using the conserved vector current
(CVC) condition. Here we present a generalized version,
not restricted to the parent-daughter pair but any two
nuclei within the isotriplet, in order to better make use
of the currently-available data of charge radii.

First, using the spatial translational symmetry and
working in a modified Breit frame (Ei = Ef ), the µ = 0
component of Eq.(3) gives:

f+(q
2) =

∫

d3xe−i~q·~x〈φf |ρW (r)|φi〉

=

∫

d3x

(

1− (~q · ~x)2
2

+ ...

)

〈φf |ρW (r)|φi〉 (10)

where q2 = −~q2, ρW (r) is the time component of the
charged weak current operator which depends only on
r = |~x| due to rotational symmetry, and |φi,f 〉 are quan-
tum mechanical external nuclear states that normalize to
1. Our interest is in the second term which, after sym-
metric replacement, provides a formal definition of R2

CW:

R2
CW =

1

f+(0)
〈φf |

∫

d3xr2ρW (r)|φi〉 . (11)

The r.h.s may be expressed in terms of the isovector
monopole operator:

~M (1) ≡
∫

d3xr2ψ†(x)
~τ

2
ψ(x) , (12)

where ψ = (d, u)T is the light quark doublet field (here
we adopt the nuclear theory convention of isospin, Tz,u =
−1/2). Rank-1 irreducible tensors in the isospin space

can be constructed as: M
(1)
0 = M

(1)
z , M

(1)
±1 = ∓(M

(1)
x ±

iM
(1)
y )/

√
2. Finally, we may take f+(0) →

√
2 in Eq.(11)

because ISB on top of a recoil correction is negligible.
Therefore we obtain:

R2
CW = −〈φf |M (1)

+1 |φi〉 . (13)

We want to relate R2
CW to the MS charge radius of a

nucleus φ, defined as:

R2
Ch,φ =

1

Zφ

〈φ|
∫

d3xr2ρCh(r)|φ〉

=
1

Zφ

〈φ|
∫

d3xr2
(

1

6
ψ†ψ − 1

3
s†s− ψ† τ

3

2
ψ

)

|φ〉 , (14)
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with Zφ the atomic number of φ. For simplicity, we
will label Z,RCh of an isotriplet nuclear state |1, Tz〉 as
ZTz

, RCh,Tz
respectively. The r.h.s of the second line

in Eq.(14) consists of two isoscalar terms and an isovec-
tor term; the last is just the nuclear matrix element of

M
(1)
0 . By constructing the difference between ZφR

2
p,φ of

two nuclei within the same isotriplet, the isosinglet pieces
drop out and the remaining isovector term can then be
related to Eq.(13) in the isospin-symmetric limit through
the Wigner-Eckart theorem:

〈1, Tzb|M (1)
m |1, Tza〉 = C1,1;1,Tzb

1,Tza;1,m
〈1||M (1)||1〉 , (15)

with C1,1;1,Tzb

1,Tza;1,m
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and

〈1||M (1)||1〉 the reduced matrix element. With this we
finally obtain:

R2
CW = R2

Ch,1 + Z0(R
2
Ch,0 −R2

Ch,1)

= R2
Ch,1 +

Z−1

2
(R2

Ch,−1 −R2
Ch,1) , (16)

where we have used Z1 = Z0 − 1 = Z−1 − 2.
Eq.(16) is the central result of this work: it says that

R2
CW can be determined model-independently, modulo

negligible ISB corrections, if the charge radius of at least
two nuclei within the isotriplet are known experimentally.
There are two terms at the r.h.s of Eq.(16); the first
term is the MS charge radius of the most stable Tz =
+1 nucleus, while the second term involves a difference
R2

Ch,a − R2
Ch,b. Nevertheless, this term is numerically

comparable to the first term because it is multiplied to
a large factor Z; in fact, it is also the main source of
error because the experimental uncertainties in R2

Ch are
enhanced by the same factor. Therefore, we expect the
error of R2

CW determined with this method to be roughly
an order of magnitude larger than that of the individual
R2

Ch.
We present our model-independent determination of

R2
CW in Table I based on the currently-available data of

charge radii for nuclear isotriplets involved in measured
superallowed transitions [27–31]. One observes that in
many cases it is substantially larger than R2

Ch, which sig-
nifies the importance of the “difference” term in Eq.(16).
Also, unlike the charge radius, RCW does not seem to
increase monotonically with the mass number A, which
makes an accurate theory modeling of its value much
more difficult.

Recoil effects: Experiment vs model – Despite
being known since the 1970s, we are not aware of any lit-
erature that seriously implemented the aforementioned
idea in their numerical analysis of f ; instead, most of
them resort to nuclear models. For instance, Hardy and
Towner [32] computed the nuclear form factors directly
using the impulse approximation, where nucleons in a
nucleus are treated as non-interacting, and the nuclear
matrix element of a one-body operator Ô is expressed as

a product of the single-nucleon matrix element of Ô (with
the q2-dependence neglected) and the one-body density
matrix element, the latter is computed with shell model.
To what extent such an approximation captures the cor-
rect q2-dependence of the nuclear form factors is far from
transparent. A more traceable method was introduced
by Wilkinson [22], who estimated the difference between
R2

CW and R2
Ch using shell model and a modified-Gaussian

charge distribution:

R2
CW −R2

Ch ≈ 4

3(5A′ + 2)

4n+ 2l− 1

5
R2

Ch , (17)

where {n, l} are the shell-model quantum numbers of the
single active nucleon that undergoes the beta decay, and
A′ is a parameter of the modified-Gaussian charge distri-
bution fixed by the condition 2/(2 + 3A′) = Zl=0/Z for
the parent nucleus. As we will see later that the effects of
S to the total decay rate can reach 0.1% for medium and
heavy nuclei, theory errors in the RCW-modeling could
lead to corrections at (0.01-0.1)% level which are relevant
for the precise extraction of Vud.

Based on the data in Table I, we can immediately
study the effect of S to the total decay rate model-
independently for 13 out of 23 [2] measured superallowed
transitions. We integrate Ee in Eq.(8) to obtain a to-
tal decay rate Γ, and we do it in four different ways: (1)
Γexp denotes our model-independent determination mak-
ing use of the experimental values of RCW given in Ta-
ble I; (2) Denoted by Γ0, we take S = 1, i.e. completely
neglect the recoil correction; (3) Denoted by Γ0

mod, we
replace RCW in S by the charge radius of the most stable
Tz = +1 isotope RCh,1; (4) Denoted by Γmod, we substi-
tute R2

CW by Wilkinson’s shell-model estimate, Eq.(17).
What we are interested is the relative difference between
the experimental result and the modelings (2)–(4), so we
use the ratio (Γexp−Γi)/Γexp to represent the systematic
error induced by the modeling type i.

Our results are summarized in Table II. From the first
column we see the size of the recoil correction: it is neg-
ative and at (0.1-1)% level as we advertised before, and
increases with the mass number. The second column
shows the induced systematic error if one would naïvely
replace RCW by RCh; we find that it ranges from -0.03%
to -0.35%, indicating again the significance of the “differ-
ence” term in Eq.(16). The third column shows how the
modeling of RCW in Eq.(17) saves the situation, and we
find that in most cases it only very mildly improves the
accuracy, indicating that Eq.(17) still largely underesti-
mates the difference R2

CW − R2
Ch. Finally, in the fourth

column we show the quoted relative uncertainty of the
statistical rate function f in the most recent review by
Hardy and Towner, Ref.[2]. We find that, in most cases
the central values in the third column largely exceed the
numbers in the fourth column. Of course the comparison
is not totally fair because it is not clear at this point that
the method used in Ref.[2] to effectively handle RCW is
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A RCh,−1 (fm) RCh,0 (fm) RCh,1 (fm) R2
Ch,1 (fm2) R2

CW (fm2)

10 10
6 C 10

5 B(ex) 10
4 Be: 2.3550(170)a 5.546(80) N/A

14 14
8 O 14

7 N(ex) 14
6 C: 2.5025(87)a 6.263(44) N/A

18 18
10Ne: 2.9714(76)a 18

9 F(ex) 18
8 O: 2.7726(56)a 7.687(31) 13.40(53)

22 22
12Mg: 3.0691(89)b 22

11Na(ex) 22
10Ne: 2.9525(40)a 8.717(24) 12.93(71)

26 26
14Si 26m

13 Al 26
12Mg: 3.0337(18)a 9.203(11) N/A

30 30
16S

30
15P(ex) 30

14Si: 3.1336(40)a 9.819(25) N/A

34 34
18Ar: 3.3654(40)a 34

17Cl 34
16S: 3.2847(21)a 10.789(14) 15.62(54)

38 38
20Ca: 3.467(1)c 38m

19 K: 3.437(4)d 38
18Ar: 3.4028(19)a 11.579(13) 15.99(28)

42 42
22Ti 42

21Sc: 3.5702(238)a 42
20Ca: 3.5081(21)a 12.307(15) 21.5(3.6)

46 46
24Cr 46

23V
46
22Ti: 3.6070(22)a 13.010(16) N/A

50 50
26Fe 50

25Mn: 3.7120(196)a 50
24Cr: 3.6588(65)a 13.387(48) 23.2(3.8)

54 54
28Ni: 3.738(4)e 54

27Co 54
26Fe: 3.6933(19)a 13.640(14) 18.29(92)

62 62
32Ge 62

31Ga 62
30Zn: 3.9031(69)b 15.234(54) N/A

66 66
34Se 66

33As 66
32Ge N/A N/A

70 70
36Kr 70

35Br 70
34Se N/A N/A

74 74
38Sr 74

37Rb: 4.1935(172)b 74
36Kr: 4.1870(41)a 17.531(34) 19.5(5.5)

Table I: Determinations of R2
CW based on available data of nuclear charge radii for isotriplets in measured superallowed decays.

Superscripts denote the source of data: Ref.[27]a, Ref.[28]b, Ref.[29]c, Ref.[30]d and Ref.[31]e.

Parent
Γexp−Γ0

Γexp

Γexp−Γ
0
mod

Γexp

Γexp−Γmod

Γexp

δf

f
in [2]

Tz,i = −1

18Ne -0.06(0) -0.03(0) -0.02(0) 0.13
22Mg -0.10(1) -0.03(1) -0.03(1) 0.03
34Ar -0.29(1) -0.09(1) -0.06(1) 0.01
38Ca -0.36(1) -0.10(1) -0.07(1) 0.01
42Ti -0.55(9) -0.23(9) -0.19(9) 0.02
50Fe -0.82(13) -0.35(13) -0.29(13) 0.40
54Ni -0.75(4) -0.19(4) -0.13(4) 0.27

Tz,i = 0

34Cl -0.23(1) -0.07(1) -0.05(1) 0.00
38mK -0.29(1) -0.08(1) -0.05(1) 0.00
42Sc -0.45(8) -0.19(8) -0.15(8) 0.01
50Mn -0.71(12) -0.30(12) -0.25(12) 0.00
54Co -0.66(3) -0.17(3) -0.11(3) 0.02
74Rb -1.17(33) -0.12(33) -0.03(33) 0.20

Table II: Comparison between different determinations of the
superallowed decay rate. The uncertainty comes primarily
from RCW in Γexp. All number are in %.

similar to that in Eq.(17). Nevertheless, it still provides
a strong indication that the systematic error in f due to
theory modelings of the CW form factor is very likely to
be underestimated.

Final discussions – To fully make use of our model-
independent determination of RCW, one should care-
fully sort out the theory modelings of the nuclear CW
form factors in recent literature that compute f , e.g.
Refs.[2, 20, 21, 32, 33], and replace them consistently

by the experimental results. This is not restricted to the
13 transitions that we analyzed above, but should also
be applied to all remaining superallowed transitions once
new data of charge radii are available in the future.

Our finding hints towards a possible solution of the
CKM anomaly. For instance, if we would naïvely reduce
the overall Ft-value by the average of the central val-
ues of column 3 in Table II, i.e. 0.11%, then the central
value of |Vud|0+ would increase from 0.97367 to 0.97421,
almost recovering the pre-2018 value of 0.97417(21) [20]
and largely restoring the first-row CKM unitarity. A
more robust number, of course, has to come from a com-
bination of experimental data and a comprehensive re-
analysis of all existing models as described above, which
we save for a future work. Recall also that the alignment
of the Ft-values across different nuclei is used to test the
CVC hypothesis, to constrain scalar currents and to test
the reliability of nuclear model calculations of the ISB
correction δC [34]. Therefore, possible nucleus-dependent
alterations of the f -values could lead to modified inter-
pretations of these constraints. Besides, the experimental
determination of RCW also improves the theory handle
of other CW processes that involve the same form factor,
for example the neutrino-nucleus scattering νφ → ℓ+φ′

where the momentum exchange is much larger and the
effects of the form factors are more significant.

Apart from various SM precision tests, our prescrip-
tion may also contribute to the improved understand-
ing of nuclear structures in general. For instance, there
were attempts to calculate the weak charge density with
more sophisticated nuclear theory approaches [35], and
through our prescription these calculations can be di-
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rectly compared to experiment. Also, as articulated in
Ref.[15], if two charge radii within a nuclear isotriplet
are measured, then the third is immediately predictable
by isospin symmetry to a ∼ 0.1% accuracy. This could
make a significant impact to the subject of nuclear radii
measurement by providing absolute radii of unknown iso-
topes, from which radii of other unstable isotopes may be
determined through field shift.

As indicated in Table I, for nuclear isotriplets with
A=10, 14, 26, 30, 46 and 62, the addition of one sin-
gle charge radius measurement will already provide suf-
ficient input for the model-independent RCW determina-
tion, and with them we can sharpen our theory predic-
tion of f for 8 more superallowed transitions, further im-
proving the reliability of the |Vud|0+ -extraction. These
measurements may be performed, for example, at the
BECOLA facility at FRIB [36], or within the context of
the muX experiment at PSI [37]. We hope the discus-
sions above provide convincing new motivations for the
planning of future experimental programs for charge radii
measurements of rare isotopes at these facilities.
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